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Abstract: Marco Botzaris is a lyrical tragedy (tragedia lirica) by the Greek composer 
Pavlo Carrer (1829–1896); its plot is based on the Greek revolution of 1821, and it was 
first performed, in Italian, in Patras in 1866. The insertion of selected verses from Ar-
istotelis Valaoritis’ poem Dimos and his flintlock for the cantabile part of scena Ν.2 
constitutes the second attempt of the translation of the Italian libretto to Greek. Fol-
lowing a cognitive analysis of the libretto as well as musical analysis of the scena N.2 
and of its stage directions, the aim of the paper is to highlight Gero Dimos’s song (can-
tabile), which is considered unique in that it simulates a real demotic song. For the 
analysis of the libretto I employ Conceptual Metaphor Theory in order to identify 
and discuss the constructions through the cognitive processes of conceptual meta-
phor and conceptual metonymy. Then I delve into particular musical dramaturgical 
strategies employed by Carrer in order to strengthen these cognitive mechanisms. 
Through this combined methodology, I argue that Gero Dimos’s song constitutes a 
blend of diverse elements and influences, to the point where it becomes impossible to 
distinguish whether it is an authentic demotic song or an elaboration/re-presentation 
of such a song.  
 
Keywords: Opera, libretto, music dramaturgy, conceptual metaphor, conceptual me-
tonymy, demotic song 
 
 





Marco Botzaris,1 a lyrical tragedy in four acts with libretto by Giovanni Caccialupi, to-
gether with Despo, Marathon–Salamis and Kyra Frosyni, is one of the four operas by 
Pavlo Carrer 2 for which the plots are based either directly or indirectly on Greek his-
tory.3 The full orchestral score is lost.4 There have been attempts to orchestrate the 
surviving spartito by Nicolaos Astrinidis5 and more recently by Byron Fidetzis.6 
The first performances of the opera, and its reception, have a turbulent history due to 
its patriotic and anti-Ottoman content and due to the musical dramatization of Greek 
history. Moreover, there has been a debate as to whether Carrer’s compositional art 
and technique appropriately embraced the national and patriotic elements of the 
theme. Similarly, the initial Italian libretto was also criticised, which resulted in the 
translation of parts of the libretto and later its entirety.  
The insertion of selected verses from Valaoritis’s poem Ο Δήμος και το καριοφίλι του 
(Dimos and his flintlock) for the cantabile part of the scena Ν.2 in the original Italian 
 
1 In this paper I am using the title as it is written on the cover page of the original Italian libretto: 
Marco Botzaris, Tragedia Lirica in quattro atti di Giovanni Caccialupi, Musica del maestro Paolo Car-
rer, Zante, Tipografia Parnaso, Sergio C. Raftani, 1860. 
2 "Greek composer, born in Zante, 12 May 1829; died in Zante, 7 June 1896. He is one of the leaders of 
the Ionian art music school and the first to create national operas and national songs on Greek plots, 
Greek librettos and verses, and melodies inspired by the folk and the urban popular musical tradition 
of modern Greece"; See Avra, Xepapadakou, "Carrer [Karreris], Pavlos," in Oxford Music Online, Grove 
Music Online: 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000014725?rskey=O2dnkF&result=1  [accessed on 13/11/19]. 
3 Λάμπρος Κατσώνης (Lambros il brulottiere) (about 1886) is a lost opera by Carrer. Its plot is based on 
the Greek revolution of 1821. See Xepapadakou, "Carrer [Karreris], Pavlos", in Oxford Music Online, 
Grove Music Online: 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000014725?rskey=O2dnkF&result=1 [accessed on [13/11/19]. 
4 The paper is based on: (i) the spartito by Dimitri Ν. Roumantza (Zakinthos 1964), new translation by 
Veta Pezopoulou (November 1971), National Opera of Athens, registration number 2248, (ii) full score 
by Nikola Astrinidi (School of Music Studies, A.U.Th.), (iii) a copy of the original libretto of 1860 
(Marco Botzaris. Tragedia Lirica in quattro atti di Giovanni Caccialupi, Musica del maestro Paolo Car-
rer, Zante, Tipografia Parnaso, Sergio C. Raftani, 1860) and (iv) the typescript libretto by Dionysios 
Lavrangas (Melodramatiki Vivliothiki Feksi, Athens 1909). The latter two are located in the Motseni-
gio archive, National Library of Greece (NLG).  
5 Nicolas Astrinidis (1921–2010) was a Romanian-born Greek composer, pianist, conductor, and 
educator. 
6 Byron Fidetzis (1945–) is a Greek conductor and cellist. 
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libretto constitutes the second attempt to translate the Italian libretto to Greek.  In the 
original Italian version, Marco is singing the aria Mentre felice al nido.7 
 
2. Aim of the Research and Methodology   
 
The aim of the paper is to delve into the music dramaturgical techniques by Carrer in 
Marco Botzaris to highlight a special part of the opera, the cantabile part of scena N.2, 
Gero Dimos’s song, which is considered unique in that it simulates a real demotic 
song. The paper is organized as follows:  
First, I provide information concerning the collaboration between the composer and 
the librettist. This will give a taste of the way Carrer conceptualizes the libretto musi-
cally. I present a schematic layout of the opera and a brief summary of the plot. Then, 
I highlight the musical influences of the Italian operatic tradition and especially Ver-
di’s operatic work, before delving into some musical examples that manifest the use 
of demotic song elements.  
Special focus is placed on Gero Dimos’s song on which I conduct a cognitive analysis 
of the text as well as a musical analysis, followed by a discussion of the overall form 
of the scena N.2 and its stage directions. Through this combined methodology, I ar-
gue that Gero Dimos’s song is a blend of diverse elements and influences to the point 
where it becomes impossible to distinguish whether Gero Dimos is an authentic de-
motic song or an elaboration/re-presentation of such a song. Not only does Carrer 
compose the melody according to elements of demotic songs based on selected vers-
es of Valaoritis’s poem, but he also blends several other musical and dramaturgical 
parameters that comprise the scena N.2, a music dramaturgical frame that gives birth 
to a piece which is neither original nor fake. I argue that Carrer’s song is not merely 
an elaboration and re-presentation of elements of Greek folklore and Italian opera, 
but rather something entirely new, namely a simulation of an authentic demotic 
song. 8 I suggest that the song of Gero Dimos creates the effects of an authentic demot-
ic song, although it is not in fact authentic.  
For the analysis of the libretto of Gero Dimos’s song, I employ Conceptual Metaphor 
Theory, and my starting point is the way language is organized in the libretto. My 
focus is on identifying and discussing constructions of Gero Dimos’s song through the 
cognitive processes of conceptual metaphor and conceptual metonymy. Then I delve 
into particular musical strategies employed by Carrer in order to strengthen these 
 
7 Avra, Xepapadakou, “The national element in the Ionian Opera. The case of Paolo (Pavlos) Carrer,” 
Ariadne 16 (2010): 172. 
8 I intentionally split the words re-elaboration/re-presentation into two parts, by means of a hyphen, in 
order to emphasize the way Carrer elaborated creatively the folk music elements. 
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cognitive mechanisms.  
 
2.1 Conceptual Metaphor Theory and the study of libretto 
 
Lakoff and Johnson offered a new view of metaphor and metonymy9 and thus 
challenged traditional approaches to figurative language.10 Their conception, the 
cognitive linguistic view of metaphor, showed convincingly that metaphor is pervasive 
in everyday thought and language. From a cognitive linguistic perspective, metaphor 
is conceptual in nature and refers to the understanding of one conceptual domain in 
terms of another. In their view, metaphor is not simply a matter of words or 
linguistic expressions but of concepts, of thinking of one thing in terms of another. 
This understanding is achieved by finding a set of systematic correspondences 
between the two domains. Conceptual metaphors are noted by the formula A IS B or 
A AS B, where A and B are two different conceptual domains.11 Metonymy, just like 
metaphor, is not just a matter of names of things, but a conceptual phenomenon. 
According to Lakoff and Johnson, "metonymy, like metaphor, is part of our everyday 
way of thinking".12 According to Radden and Kövecses,13 “metonymy is a cognitive 
process in which one conceptual entity, the vehicle, provides mental access to 
another conceptual entity, the target, within the same idealized cognitive model”.14 It 
is important to note that in metonymy both the vehicle entity and the target entity 
are elements of one and the same conceptual domain. Conceptual metonymy can be 
given by means of the formula A STANDS FOR B. According to Kövecses,  
The cognitive linguistic view of metaphor works on three levels: the 
supraindividual level corresponding to how a given language and culture 
reflects metaphorical patterns, the individual level corresponding to the 
metaphorical cognitive system as used by individual speakers of a 
 
9 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980). 
10 Concerning the meaning of figurative language and nonfigurative or literal language see Barbara 
Dancygier and Eve Sweetser, Figurative Language (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 3.  
11 See Zoltan Kövecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 4. 
12 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, Ch. 8. 
13 Klaus-Uwe Radden and Zoltan Kövecses, “Towards a Theory of Metonymy” in Metonymy in 
Language and Thought, eds. Klaus-Uwe Panther and Günter Radden (Amsterdam/Philadelphia: J. 
Benjamins Publishing Company, 1999), 21. 
14 According to Panther and Radden, "The conceptual framework within which metonymy is under-
stood [...] is that of scenes, frames, scenarios, domains or idealized cognitive models (ICMs). Within 
these models, a metonymic link may be established between two conceptual entities in the broadest 
sense". See Panther and Radden, Metonymy in Language and Thought, 2. 
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language, and the subindividual level corresponding to universal aspects 
of various kinds of embodiment.15  
Although the manner in which the three levels work together are still being 
investigated, it is clear that language, culture, thought, and embodied cognition all 
come together and play an equally crucial role in the study of metaphor and 
metonymy. 
Language may share a lot of structural, conceptual, and communicative properties 
with other types of cognition, such as music. From the mid-1990s, musicologists, 
philosophers and linguists started to investigate ways in which music theory can 
profit from the theoretical and methodological conceptions of cognitive linguistics.16 
In particular, the cross-domain mappings between the domains of music and 
language open new ways of understanding the different functions of language and 
music in human culture and the ways they construct meaning. According to 
Zbikowski,  
Language gives us the means to represent symbolically objects and 
relations, and through these representations we can direct the attention of 
another person to things within a shared referential frame. Music, by 
contrast, provides us with sonic analogs for dynamic processes, processes 
that include movement through space, physical gestures and emotional 
states. A place to begin understanding how we understand music is with 
such sonic analogs.17  
More particularly, in the analysis of works with music and text, language can 
structure our understanding of music, but music can also structure the 
understanding of language. This means that music either serves as a more concrete 
domain of information (source domain) or a more abstract one (target domain).18 The 
analysis of opera is multimodal: 19 it involves analysis of the libretto, of music (to 
support libretto analysis) and of the scenical realisation (to support libretto analysis 
 
15 See Kövecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction, 245. 
16 For a presentation of the foundational notions of schematicity, embodiment, conceptualization, metaphor, 
and conceptual blending, see Mihailo Antović, “The Role of Movement in Musical Signification: From 
Cognitive to Conceptual Semantics of Music,” in Musica Movet: Affectus, Ludus, Corpus, Proceedings 
Volume, eds. Milena Medić, Miloš Zatkalik and Srđan Teparić (Belgrade: University of Belgrade, 
2019). 
17 Lawrence M. Zbikowski, “Music, language, and multimodal metaphor,“ in Multimodal Metaphor, 
eds. Charles J. Forceville and Eduardo Urios-Aparisi (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 2009), 376. 
18 Mappings from music to language is a possibility especially when language is ambiguous. See 
Zbikowski, “Music, language, and multimodal metaphor,“ 375. 
19 Concerning the definition of mode, see Charles J. Forceville and Eduardo Urios-Aparisi, 
“Introduction,“ in Multimodal Metaphor, eds. Charles J. Forceville and Eduardo Urios-Aparisi (Berlin: 
Mouton de Gruyter, 2009), 3. 
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and music analysis). The blending of modalities evokes new meanings. The present 
research focuses on the analysis of the three modalities without proceeding to the 
study of their conceptual blending. Concerning the scenical realisation, I take into 
consideration the directions cited in the libretto.  
 
3. Carrer and Caccialupi 
 
The main source of information concerning Carrer’s artistic, professional and private 
life is the manuscript of his Memoirs (Απομνημονεύματα).20 According to the Memoirs, 
the theme of the opera was proposed to the composer by Giuseppe Rovani, an Italian 
novelist and essayist, forerunner of the Milanese Scapigliatura. Rovani suggested 
that Giovanni Caccialupi should be the librettist of the opera. Young and unexperi-
enced, he was willing to work almost for free. The contract between composer and 
librettist was signed on 7 June 1857 in Milan. Carrer must have conceived in advance 
the schematic structure of the opera: according to the Memoirs he wanted four acts. 
Unfortunately, although the Memoirs is for most cases a useful source for Carrer’s life 
and compositional actions, there is insufficient information concerning the composi-
tion of the libretto. Carrer mentions, in detail, his first meeting with Caccialupi and 
the intense moment of the inspiration of the opera’s theme.21 Moreover, the composer 
reacted to the use of the word sacramento in N.4. Carrer had the opinion that this 
word applied more to a tableau scene and not to a contemplative moment as such.22  
The young Caccialupi turned out to be rather opposed to the composer’s will and for 
this reason the opinion of Rovani was requested. The issue went so far that the opin-
ion of the great poet Alessandro Francesco Tommaso Manzoni was also asked. Man-
zoni commended the young librettist for the choice of the specific word by saying 
that it reveals patriotism and deep religious feeling. Manzoni persuaded Carrer to 
embrace the concept, as it revealed what the opera was about. He advised the com-
poser to give special attention to the musical dramatization of this specific word. Ac-
cording to the Memoirs, there are no more references concerning the collaboration be-
tween composer and librettist. Given the fact that Carrer departed from Italy in July 
1857 to go back to Greece, this suggests that he received the libretto in the final form 
 
20 Giorgos Leotsakos, after systematic research in the archives that include Carrer’s manuscripts of his 
Memoirs, has published the manuscript of Carrer’s Memoirs and also a detailed description of his 
works. See Giorgos Leotsakos, Pavlos Karrer: Memoirs and Works (Athens: Benaki Museum/Ionian Uni-
versity-Department of Music, 2003). 
21 For more information, see Leotsakos, Pavlos Karrer: Memoirs and Works, 100–101. 
22 According to the Memoirs, his reaction is due to the word «sacramento!» with which the oath of 
Germanos starts (act 1, N.4: Recitativo e Preghiera di Basso). See Leotsakos, Pavlos Karrer: Memoirs and 
Works, 105–106. 
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from Caccialupi and then started the musical dramatization without any further con-
tact with the librettist. According to Carrer’s Memoirs, the composition of the libretto 
lasted 40 days. The National Braidense Library, whose director was Rovani, provid-
ed literature to the librettist and the composer for the composition of the libretto’s 
historical aspects. The work, initially composed on an Italian libretto, was soon trans-
lated and performed in Greek, exciting the audience. 23 
In 1860 the Italian libretto was published in Zante with the title Marco Botzaris. In the 
prologue, composer and librettist explain the reasons for choosing the specific theme. 
They present the fictional characters that frame the main hero and they highlight the 
difficulties they faced in dealing with a theme from recent Greek history, namely the 
Greek revolution of 1821.24 According to Xepapadakou:  
After a series of misadventures caused by its patriotic and anti-Ottoman 
content, the opera opened in Patras in April 1861. It is considered Carrer’s 
most famous work and the most popular Greek opera during the 19th 
century and early 20th, with a record of more than 45 different stagings.25 
 
 
23 The lack of Greek performers made it impossible for Carrer to compose on a Greek libretto. There-
fore, the choice of an Italian librettist was for practical reasons and not aesthetic ones; for more infor-
mation, see Xepapadakou, “The national element in the Ionian Opera. The case of Paolo (Pavlos) Car-
rer,“ 177. 
24 For more information concerning the adaptation of historical events in the opera and the difficulties 
they faced in dealing with a theme from recent Greek history, see Xepapadakou, “The national 
element in the Ionian Opera. The case of Paolo (Pavlos) Carrer,“ 175. 
25 See Xepapadakou, "Carrer [Karreris], Pavlos," in Oxford Music Online, Grove Music Online: 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000014725?rskey=O2dnkF&result=1 [accessed on 13/11/19]. 
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The four acts of the opera take place in the first years of the Greek revolution at the 
time of the siege of Missolonghi. Marco Botzaris sends Sofia, a refugee from Constan-
tinople, as a spy to the Turkish military camp. She is arrested and sent to Mustafa, 
her husband, who has betrayed the Greeks. Sofia and Mustafa recognize each other, 
and the latter promises to declare peace as a sign of regret. The opera ends with the 
exodus of Greeks under the leadership of Botzaris who is fatally injured and dies. 
 
First act: The oath 
 
Soldiers are gathered in front of Botzaris’s house, ready to rebel against the Turks. A 
messenger comes with news of rebellion. Sofia, who believes her husband is dead, 
comes and asks Chrisi, the wife of Marco, to give her asylum. She joins the revolu-
tion. In Agia Lavra the Bishop Germanos of Patras encourages the Greek people to 
give the oath for freedom or death. 
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Second act: The siege of Missolonghi 
 
In the Turkish military camp, Sofia is being kept as a spy. She will be interrogated by 
Mustafa who is actually her husband. He has betrayed the revolution and become a 
Muslim. After Sofia and Mustafa recognise each other, he seems to regret what he 
has done and promises to Sofia to declare peace with the Greeks. Marco, in the dis-
guise of an old messenger, comes and takes her away. Mustafa, in a rage, vows re-
venge. 
 
Third act: The curse 
 
By the seaside near Missolonghi, Marco and Souliotes are waiting for Mustafa to de-
clare peace. Mustafa bribes Marco in order to surrender. He realises that Sofia did 
not reveal his identity to him. Marco does not accept the bribe and Sofia reveals his 
identity in front of all Greeks. Mustafa flees. 
 
Fourth act: Marco’s death  
 
Marco and his soldiers are ready to attack. They win the unequal battle, but Marco is 
fatally injured and dies. They all declare him hero. 
 
5. Influences of the Italian Operatic Tradition in Marco Botzaris 
 
The composition of the lyrical tragedy forms part of the compositional period of Car-
rer which begins after his return from Italy to Zante. During this period, Carrer 
launches his professional career as a musician in Greece. The opera reveals the influ-
ences from his former compositional period, namely his studies and his first profes-
sional steps in Italy. The piece is strongly influenced by the bel canto operas of Ros-
sini, Bellini and Donizetti. These influences can be summarized as follows: 
(a) The basic music dramaturgical form used is that of scena, a form that connects 
separate musical forms in one overall musical and dramaturgical unity. 
(b) Carrer gives special attention to the musicalisation of the poetic elements of 
the libretto rather than the musicalisation of the flow of the plot. Therefore, he 
focuses on the cantabile and cabaletta parts of the scena in order to express, 
through musical form and structure, the emotionally intense dramatic mo-
ment. 
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(c) The structure of the vocal lines reveals the semantics of the poetic verses; this 
is reflected through musical symmetry and analogy. 
(d) Especially important is the use of appoggiatura and ornamentation which, in 
the case of the lyrical tragedy, give a folkloristic colour to the vocal lines. 
(e) The orchestra has an accompanying role to the melodic lines in the cantabile 
and cabaletta parts of the scena. In recitatives and sometimes in the ensemble 
parts, recurrent motifs, which are repeated and variated, appear in the orches-
tral part.   
(f) The use of aria con perticini (like N.2) and big tableau (like N.6, finale of act 1) 
in the lyrical tragedy reveals the important dramaturgical and musical contri-
bution of the chorus. 
 
Following Verdi, Carrer uses a rudimentary system of recurrent motifs and themes 
that, through their variations, work as a unifying parameter of both the musical and 
dramaturgical levels. The accompanying gesture of the orchestral structure is elabo-
rated through the appearance of variated motifs that give a feeling of a more or less 
through-composed flow between recitative, cantabile and cabaletta.   
For example, the motif of the prelude, through its variations, traverses the opera and 
works as a coherent parameter of the overall structure.  
 
Musical example 1 
Marco Botzaris: Prelude, bs. 1–2 
 
 
The similarity with the motif of destiny that is introduced in the first two bars of the 
prelude of Verdi’s opera Luisa Miller is apparent: 
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Musical example 2 
Luisa Miller: Sinfonia, bs.1–4 
 
 
Moreover, the dotted rhythmical motifs and the unison musical texture of the male 
choir numbers are additional elements that reveal the influence of Verdi’s operatic 
style. 
In the analysis that follows I break down the simulation Carrer has created into its 
poetic, music and dramaturgical parts. This is necessary because Carrer blends the 
different levels of music poetic composition with dramaturgical parameters so ingen-
iously that it is hard to specify if the song of Gero Dimos is a real demotic song or a 
case of an art song and all this within the frame of an opera.  
 
6. Analysis of the Poem’s Cognitive Mechanisms  
 
Carrer, at the time he composed Marco Botzaris, also composed numerous art songs 
on Greek lyrics, among which the kleftiko O Gero Dimos (Old man Dimos). The song 
was based on Aristotelis Valaoritis’s poem, a Greek poet, representative of the 
Eptanesian School of writers, and a politician. The poem belongs to the collection en-
titled Μνημόσυνα (Mnimosina) (1857).26 This song, written in the Greek traditional 
 
26 The life and actions of Dimos, a well-known kleftis in the area of Peloponnesus, is a common theme 
of kleftika songs. For more information, see Georgios Spiridakis, Greek Demotic Songs, A (Academy of 
Athens: Hellenic Folklore Research Center, 1962), 242–244.  
According to Beaton: "The klefts were a species of social bandit whose activities, so far as they have 
been documented, were conspicuous during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, chiefly in the 
northern mainland of Greece. They have achieved a lasting place in modern Greek history thanks to 
their role in the Greek War of Independence (1821–30), but many of those who have been commemo-
rated in songs lived long before this. Most modern accounts of the klefts and their activities are agreed 
that these men were not primarily motivated by any form of national consciousness (Dakin, 1972, p. 
19; Politis, A., 1973, p. li) but, for a variety of reasons, became the hard core of armed resistance to the 
Ottoman state once the uprising of 1821 had broken out. But the more traditional view, that the klefts 
before 1821 had been engaged in some form of national preparation, still finds support (Romaios, 
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style of demotic songs (demotika), was incorporated in Marco Botzaris as the cantabile 
part of N.2. 
The male choir, which in the first performances was singing in Italian, informs that 
Marco Botzaris sings inside his house. According to the stage directions of the libret-
to he accompanies himself by playing the guitar. He is not yet to be seen but only to 
be heard: thus, the first time that the main hero is presented is off-stage.  
If we compare the original poem by Valaoritis and the verses that Carrer set to music, 




















1968, p. 192)". See Roderick Beaton, Folk Poetry of Modern Greece (Cambridge: Cambridge Universi-
ty Press, 1980), 103.  
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Aristotelis Valaoritis refers to the well-known subject from kleftika songs27 (robber 
ballads) which concern the relation of the warrior to nature28 and to his weapon.29 
Gero Dimos senses his coming death and announces to his warriors his last wishes.30 
Carrer, instead of setting to music more verses from the song, he picks up those vers-
es that engage strong mechanisms and visual images which articulate the main sub-
ject of kleftiko, and which furthermore strongly depict Marco’s inner turmoil and 
forthcoming death.  
 
Εγέρασα, μωρές παιδιά. Πενήντα χρό-
νους κλέφτης 
τον ύπνο δεν εχόρτασα, και τώρ' απο-
σταμένος 
βρύση το αίμα το 'χυσα, σταλαματιά 
δε μένει. 
Ποιος ξέρει απ' το μνήμα μου τι δένδρο 
θα φυτρώσει! 
Κι αν ξεφυτρώσει πλάτανος, στον ί-
σκιο του αποκάτω 
θα 'ρχονται τα κλεφτόπουλα τ' άρμα-
τα να κρεμάνε, 
I got old, my friends. Kleftis for fifty 
years  
I didn’t have enough of sleep, and now 
I´m tired 
like a fountain have I shed the blood, till 
the last drop. 
 
Who can tell which kind of tree will 
grow out of my grave! 
If a sycamore will grow, underneath its 
shadow 
young kleftes will come and hang their 
weapons, 
 
In the first three verses, Gero Dimos refers to his old age, his hard lifetime as a warri-
or and to the blood that has been shed in the battles. To underline Gero Dimos’s old 
age, Valaoritis highlights important information in the first line: he got old because 
he was fighting for fifty years. This is an effect to cause metonymy: FIGHTING 
STANDS FOR LIFETIME. On this metonymy, the metaphors LIFE IS FATIGUE and 
DEATH IS REST arise: fatigue involves the intense activity of the human body, 
 
27 "The songs known as kleftika belong structurally to the demotic tradition. We do not know for certain 
whether the songs were composed and sung by the klefts themselves or at a safe distance by their ad-
mirers in the towns and villages (Politis, A., 1973, p. xl)". See Beaton, Folk Poetry of Modern Greece, 104. 
28 The song refers to a central theme of kleftika songs: the love for nature and especially the connection 
of kleftes to the sycamore tree. Sycamore trees, through longevity, have been connected since antiqui-
ty to legends and traditions of the folk. Due to its dense foliage, kleftes were gathering to rest and en-
joy. For more information, see Spiridakis, Greek Demotic Songs, A, 262. 
29 For more information concerning the kleftika songs and to the strong bond of kleftes with their 
weapons, see Spiridakis, Greek Demotic Songs, A, 282–283. 
30 The final moments of the life of kleftes was a central theme for many kleftika songs: the dying kleftis 
expresses his last wishes according to his heroic life and actions. In most cases, kleftis wishes for a 
spacious grave that will enable him to connect to the upper world. For more information, see Spirida-
kis, Greek Demotic Songs, A, 278–282. 
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which results in its exhaustion. When the body rests, the fatigue is eliminated. More-
over, the use of the verb εχόρτασα (feel full, be satisfied) that refers to sleep (Gero 
Dimos hasn’t satisfied his appetite for sleep) reflects the conceptual metaphor LACK 
OF SLEEP IS LACK OF FOOD. 
For the bloodshed, Valaoritis uses a simile: he has killed so many in the battlefield 
that the blood was pouring like the water from a fountain. The strong visual imagery 
that is being created is also due to the hyperbole concerning the amount of blood.  
In the above-mentioned verses that Carrer has selected to set to music, the inner ten-
sion of Marco Botzaris is implied. Like Gero Dimos, he is also tired of fighting, he is 
old, and he wants to sleep. The longing for sleep is a metaphor of death (DEATH IS 
SLEEP). The target domain of death is conceptualized and expressed in terms of the 
source domain of sleep. Moreover, he foresees his own death that will conclude the 
opera in the finale of the fourth act. In other words, Gero Dimos stands for Marco 
Botzaris (GERO DIMOS STANDS FOR MARCO).  
In the next three verses (from Who can tell which kind of tree till the end), one can iden-
tify the close affinity of Gero Dimos to nature and to his warriors. He wonders what 
kind of tree will grow out of his grave. If it will be a big tree like sycamore, then the 
other warriors will find shelter and hang their guns. 
The choice of the specific verses by Carrer is not random. They express Marco’s affin-
ity to kleftes but also to his gun. These two dramaturgical motifs, the gun as a symbol 
of revolution and freedom and kleftes, symbol of brotherhood and national unity, 
will be mentioned throughout the opera repeatedly in tableau scenes. Moreover, Car-
rer foretells Marco’s death at the end of the opera. 
 
7. Music Dramaturgical Analysis 
 
7.1. Music elements of the Greek demotic songs and modality in general 
 
In the opera Marco Botzaris, Carrer has composed melodies based on elements of the 
folk musical tradition of Greece. He employs appoggiaturas, specific articulation of 
the instrumental lines, specific obligato passages by instruments such as oboe, clari-
net, flute and violin (if we assume that the information on instrumentation in the 
1971 score is close to what Carrer had in mind). Some examples include: 
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Musical example 3 
N.1 Preludio, Andantino pastorale, bs. 37–52 
 
Carrer uses appoggiatura and staccato articulation for the oboe line.31 In this way, he 
elaborated creatively the sound effect of improvisational passages made by a player 
of the zourna.32 Carrer composes a theme of improvisational character:  
 
Musical example 4 
Act 1, N.3, bs. 14–15 
 
 
In m.18-19 he varies the above theme:  
 
Musical example 5 
Act 1, N.3, bs. 18–19 
 
 
Carrer re-presents an improvisational instrumental passage by composing an obliga-
 
31 “The figures and melismas, trills, runs, glissandi etc., structured by intervals (as pseudo-motifs) are 
added to the skeleton (‘framework melody’) by the musician. Popular terms employed are stolidia 
(‘ornamentations’), doxaries (‘bow strokes’), figures played on a stroke of the bow, or daktylia (‘fin-
gers’), and figures running on ‘of themselves’. Such stolidia are also performed by singers. They are not 
part of the skeletos or bound to a scale but are characteristic of a musician and a musical landscape". 
See Chianis, Sotirios and Rudolph M. Brandl, "Greece.VI. Traditional", in Oxford Music Online, Grove 
Music Online: 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-3000000167 [accessed on 13/11/19]. 
32 The zourna is a type of Greek reed instrument, evolved from the ancient Greek musical instrument, 
avlos. See The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Music and Culture, “Greece: History, Culture, and Ge-
ography of Music“ by Irene Loutzaki and Nick Poulakis, 1032. 
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to line for the oboe and the clarinet.  
The cases mentioned above are a few instances of elaboration/re-presentation of de-
motic song elements. The song of Gero Dimos is also an elaboration/re-presentation of 
demotic song elements. According to ethnomusicological research on the Greek 
mainland, no demotic song melody has so far been detected that could have inspired 
Carrer’s elaboration. This song, incorporated into an operatic scene, was perceived as 
an authentic Greek demotic song and not as an elaboration/re-presentation of a de-
motic song.33 
Carrer does not process or edit an already existing demotic song but he creates a new 
one. The melody of Gero Dimos’s song is constructed according to the motifs of Ru-
melia songs (slow tempo, melancholic mood, meter 2/4).34 The characteristic intervals 
and chords offer the distinctive sound of the aeolian mode, also known as the natural 
minor scale.  
Musical example 6 
The kleftiko, O Gero Dimos consists mainly of two phrases of 7+1 bars: 
 




33 See Xepapadakou, “The national element in the Ionian Opera. The case of Paolo (Pavlos) Carrer.“ 
180. Leotsakos, Giorgos. “Pavlos Carrer, historical importance and his artistic value” in Marathon-
Salamis (Greek National Opera, Season 2002-2003), 8-9.  
34 See Xepapadakou, “The national element in the Ionian Opera. The case of Paolo (Pavlos) Carrer.“ 
179. 
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The second half of the last verse σταλαγματιά δε μένει (as written in the music 
example) is repeated with the insertion of the exclamations aman and ah. The higher 
note of the vocal line appears exactly on these exclamations and therefore stresses the 
freely distributed repetition of syllables over a melodic line, which is a usual tech-
nique of demotic songs.35 Moreover, Carrer ornaments the vocal line (he uses, for ex-
ample, an appoggiatura on the strong or the weak beat of the bar) and thus he re-




Carrer composes a dialogue between the vocal line and the instrumental solo passag-
es.  Every time Marco sings a verse, an instrumental passage follows. In this way, 
Carrer elaborates creatively the instrumental passages from the instruments that ac-
company demotic songs.36 This combination is known as κομπανία (kompania: 
company).37 
The fact that Carrer’s original score is lost does not allow us to see what he had in 
mind concerning the elaboration/re-presentation of a demotic song through orches-
tration. The following questions are thus only speculations:  
(a) Does he want the guitar, as mentioned in the scenical directions, to be heard 
off-stage or inside Marco’s house, that is, as part of the mise-en-scene?  
(b) If Carrer wants to engage the orchestra in the accompaniment of Marco’s 
song, which orchestral combination and articulation does he want?  
 
35 "In Folksongs the syllables are freely distributed over a melodic line beginning with exclamations 
(eri, more, aide, ela, aman), with filler syllables (tsakismata, ‘chopped pieces’, inserts) and syllabic 
repetition (yirismata) within words and phrases, providing the melodic line with the requisite quantity 
of syllables". See Chianis, Sotirios and Rudolph M. Brandl, "Greece.VI. Traditional", in Oxford Music 
Online, Grove Music Online: 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-3000000167 [accessed on 13/11/19], and Georgios Spiridakis and Spiridon Peristeris, 
“Introduction,” in Greek Demotic Songs, C (Academy of Athens: Hellenic Folklore Research Center, 
1968). 
36 "Instrumental ensembles that mostly accompany Kleftic ballads are formed by clarinet, lute or guitar 
and violin, which doubles the clarinet in unison or at the octave in heterophonic style". See Chianis, 
Sotirios and Rudolph M. Brandl, "Greece.VI. Traditional", in Oxford Music Online, Grove Music Online 
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-3000000167 [accessed on 13/11/19]. 
37 See The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Music and Culture, “Greece: History, Culture, and 
Geography of Music“ by Irene Loutzaki and Nick Poulakis, 1032. 
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(c) Which instruments should perform the solo passages? In the 1971 vocal score 
it is written that the solo lines should be performed by oboe and by clarinet. 
The clarinet, although a Western instrument, became an important folk in-
strument by acquiring the techniques applied on the zourna (a type of oboe) 
or flogera (a type of flute). 
 
7.3. Dramaturgical structure of the scena 
 
In N.2 Carrer sets out the musical/dramatic structure of the scene as follows:  
• Orchestral introduction in 2/4 (we hear the first 7 bars of the melody of Gero 
Dimos’s song twice: two bars of orchestral accompaniment plus 7 bars of the 
theme followed by one bar of orchestral accompaniment plus 7 bars of the 
theme). 
• Intervention of the choir through a change in meter from 2/4 to 3/8 (Souliotes 
mentions that everybody should be silent in order to listen to Marco’s sweet 
singing). The melodic line of the choir is symmetrically structured (4+4 bars). 
In the last bar the meter changes to 2/4 and the orchestral accompaniment mo-
tif of Gero Dimos’s song is introduced.  
• Cantabile (song of Marco Botzaris). 
• Intervention from the male choir. 
• Second strophe of the song. 
• Tempo di mezzo (appearance of Marco on stage and dialogue with the choir 
followed by the entrance of a messenger named Nicolas who brings the mes-
sage of revolution by Germanos and speeds the inner action and outer action). 
• Cabaletta (choir and Marco together expressing their patriotic feelings for the 
forthcoming battle).  
 
Carrer incorporates an actual song in this operatic frame. This is a very strong dram-
aturgical statement: Marco, a national hero, is presented for the first time singing a 
song in the traditional style of kleftiko. As an operatic character, namely a character 
that does not speak but sings, Marco is introduced with a kleftiko song and not with 
an aria or a cavatina as expected according to the operatic tradition of Carrer’s time. 
The national identity of the hero is therefore overemphasized in a context of juxtapo-
sition between operatic tradition and dramaturgical intention and expression of na-
tionality.  
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7.4. Scenical directions 
 
Carrer and Caccialupi choose to present the main hero with an off-stage entrance, 
and by doing this they build up suspense between the acoustic appearance and the 
actual on-stage appearance of Marco. The off-stage performance of Marco’s song cre-
ates suspense, tension and expectations to the audience: a hero of the recent history is 
being heard but not yet being seen.  
Carrer and Caccialupi present Marco singing a kleftiko song off-stage and therefore 
they draw an even more distinctive line between the actual operatic form and the 
demotic song. The on-stage performance of the choral parts, according to the compo-
sitional traditions that influenced Carrer, constitutes a contrast to the off-stage per-
formance of a kleftiko song. By doing this, the national elements of the opera are 
highlighted. Moreover, the off-stage performance of the song creates dramaturgically 
a very intimate moment: Marco sings alone in the enclosure of his house. Although 
the song refers to Gero Dimos, it is an implicit reference to his own life and his forth-
coming death. Therefore, it can be said that the off-stage performance of Marco’s 
song has musical but also dramaturgical intentions that aim to express nationality.  
 
8. Concluding Remarks 
 
Carrer, in the song of Gero Dimos, employs the operatic language of his time and in-
corporates elements of modality in general and Greek demotic songs in particular for 
the musicalisation of Valaoritis’s verses. The song, as a distinguishable part of a sce-
na (and of the whole opera), enhances the power of an authentic demotic song.  
This paper has attempted to show that the modus operandi of Carrer, with respect to 
the dramaturgical function of melodies inspired by the traditional music of Greece in 
the opera Marco Botzaris, needs a variety of approaches that go beyond a musical 
analysis. It requires a close analysis of the libretto and its sources (in the case of this 
paper, Valaoritis’s poem) together with the cognitive mechanisms employed, analy-
sis of the scenical directions and the dramaturgy of the piece as a whole. The case of 
Gero Dimos’s song reveals Carrer’s power to create simulations of what is considered 
authentic Greek demotic song. He blurs the boundaries between art song and the 
folk music tradition of Greece to the extent that a distinction between the ‘fake’ and 
the ‘real’ is hard to discern.  
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